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## Quick Facts

| Countries | Ethiopia |
| Financial Institutions | World Bank (WB) |
| Status | Active |
| Bank Risk Rating | C |
| Voting Date | 2016-02-26 |
| Borrower | Ministry of Finance and Economic Cooperation |
| Sectors | Finance, Law and Government |
| Investment Type(s) | Loan |
| Investment Amount (USD) | $ 33.00 million |
| Project Cost (USD) | $ 33.00 million |
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This project finances the improvement of efficiency, transparency and accountability of public expenditure at the federal and regional levels. This includes supporting the government's efforts to implement new public financial management reforms and the strengthening accountability institutions.
Investment Description

- World Bank (WB)
Contact Information

World Bank
Contact: Eric Brintet
Title: Lead Financial Management Spec
Tel: 5358+4157 /
Email: ebrintet@worldbank.org
Contact: Yoko Kagawa
Title: Senior Operations Officer
Tel: 458–1923
Email: ykagawa@worldbank.org

Implementing Agencies
Name: MOFEC-ETHIOPIA
Contact: Mussa Mohammed
Title: Director
Tel: 251-9111204564
Email: infoemcp@mofed.gov.et

The InfoShop
The World Bank
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20433
Telephone: (202) 458–4500
Fax: (202) 522–1500
Web: http://www.worldbank.org/infoshop

ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISM OF WORLD BANK

The World Bank Inspection Panel is the independent complaint mechanism and fact–finding body for people who believe they are likely to be, or have been, adversely affected by a World Bank–financed project. If you submit a complaint to the Inspection Panel, they may investigate to assess whether the World Bank is following its own policies and procedures for preventing harm to people or the environment. You can contact the Inspection Panel or submit a complaint by emailing ipanel@worldbank.org. You can learn more about the Inspection Panel and how to file a complaint at: http://ewebapps.worldbank.org/apps/ip/Pages/Home.aspx.
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